
Businesses can face staggering financial losses, averaging up to $680,000 
due to cybersecurity incidents. What's more, these losses are ongoing, as the 
threat of subsequent attacks persists even after paying ransoms or recovery 
costs. However, the silver lining is that the investment in robust cybersecurity 
measures is significantly lower than the potential financial fallout. Proactive 
security measures not only defend against immediate threats but also ensure 
long-term financial well-being and reputation protection.

Elevate Your SME's Security

Prevent network threats and safeguard your company with a single click. Our cloud 
solution ensures top-level protection for small and medium-sized enterprises

Tailor SafeDNS filtering policies to align 
with your business objectives. Fine-tune 
content restrictions and permissions  
to create a secure and productive online 
environment without being overly 
restrictive. This adaptability ensures that 
your team can access necessary 
resources while maintaining security.

Customized Policies

SafeDNS serves as a robust shield 
against a multitude of online threats, 
including malware, phishing attacks,  
and malicious websites. Its proactive 
approach keeps your network  
and sensitive data secure, safeguarding 
your business from the ever-evolving 
landscape of cyber threats.

Comprehensive Online 
Threats Protection

Gain control over your network's web 
content with SafeDNS. Easily set up  
and customize filters to limit access  
to distracting or harmful websites. This 
not only enhances employee focus but 
also reduces the risk of security threats 
stemming from unsafe websites.

Effortless Web Content 
Filtering

SafeDNS offers detailed reports  
and analytics on your organization's 
internet usage. These insights enable 
informed decision-making, allowing you 
to identify trends, detect potential 
issues, and refine content filtering 
policies for optimal performance and 
security.

Insightful Reporting

AppBlocker AI & ML categorization 15 minutes to set up

Policy per individual  
& group

SafeDNS roaming 
clients

24/7 support



SafeDNS identifies and blocks malicious 
websites and domains, safeguarding 
users from various online threats, 
including malware, phishing, and 
cyberattacks.

All-in-One Dashboard

Implementing SafeDNS is 
straightforward, and it doesn't require 
any major hardware or software 
installations. This simplicity ensures  
a hassle-free integration into your 
existing network infrastructure.

Zero cost implementation

Our dedicated team of specialists  
is available around the clock to assist 
you with any issues. You won't incur any 
additional charges for our rapid, free 
tech support. On average, our 
specialists respond within just  
2 minutes.

Amazing 24/7 support 

Contacts

+ 1 800.820.2530 (US)

+ 1 571.421.2990 (Outside US)

sales@safedns.com

safedns.com

13 years of experience in internet security

Since 2010, we've emerged as a global leader in internet security and web 
filtering. Our cutting-edge solutions cater to diverse industries across  
69 countries, including enterprises, SMBs, MSPs, OEMs, education & non-
profit organizations, ISPs, WiFi & telecom providers, and individual 
households. We're defined by innovation and unwavering customer 
dedication. Our constantly updated database and top-notch team keep you 
at the forefront of digital security.
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